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1. Introduction

The crystallographic observation of two symmetry-related branches of electron
transfer cofactors in the structure of the bacterial reaction center (RC) 13 years ago [1]
remains an enigma in light of experimental observations that show that only the A branch
is active in the initial electron transfer steps in wild-type RCS. Unidirectional electron
flow has been attributed to localized asymmetries between the A and B branches that lead
to differences in: ( 1) the electronic couplings of the cofactors [2]; (2) the relative
electrostatic environments of the cofactors, caused by amino acid differences which
modulate the free energies of their charge-separated states [3] and/or create a higher
dielectric constant on the active side, resulting in a stronger static field for stabilizing A-
branch charge transfer states [4,5]. Some photo-induced bleaching of H~ has been
observed, in wild-type RCS following trapping of HA-[6], and in “hybrid” RCS where the
redox potentials of cofactors were manipulated by pigment exchange [7] or mutagenesis
[8]. Transient bleaching of the 530-nm band of H~ was more easily observed in the hybrid
RCS because the HA transition at 545 nm was shifted to -600 nm due to incorporation of
a bacteriochlorophyll, designated “~”, at the HA site. No experiments to detect further
electron transfer to Q~ were done with either type of modified RCS.

Many site-specific mutagenesis experiments have given us insight into the nature
and magnitude of the effects that amino acid side chains can exert in tuning the relative
energy levels of the cofactors to optimize the balance between forward and reverse
reactions, and the large distances through which some of these effects are manifested. In
this paper, we show that in mutant RCS of Rhodobacter capsulates, P+Q~- can be formed
in the absence of prior formation of P+QA-,solely through activity of B-branch cofactors.

2. Procedure

The R. capsulates mutants were constructed [9] and grown under chemohetero-
trophic conditions [10]. RCS were prepared as described in refs. 11-13. Rates of P+Q-
charge recombination were measured on a laboratory-designed spectrophotometer by
monitoring the bleach of P at 860 nm as a function of time following ps excitation. The
ms transient electrochromic spectra were recorded on a well-documented instrument [ 14].

3. Results and Discussion

Our initial approach has been to enable B-side electron transfer to Q~ by
inhibiting and/or blocking steps that lead to formation of the first stable charge-separated
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intermediate of the A-branch pathway, P+Q~-.
We have obstructed formation of P+QA-by
combining mutations that (1) raise the energy
level of P+B4-, (2) convert HA to ~, (3) remove
a mediator of H~--QA transfer, and (4) block
the binding of Q~. As previously reported [8],
the M2 12Leu-His substitution replaces HA by
~, which is 200 meV more difficult to reduce,
and the M20 lGly-Asp mutation near BA (Fig.
1) further disfavors the A-side pathway by
raising the energy level of P+BA-. Electron
transfer in the M201 D-M2 12H mutant (“DH”;
Table 1) of R. capszdatus branches from P* to
involve both the B- and A-branch cofactors,
yielding 15’%P+HB-[8]. The quantum yield of
P+QA-is further reduced in this mutant by
Dartial decav of P* to the .w-ound state. The H.

Figure 1 Position of cofactors and mutant
residues in the RC structure.

~ransients a~ 530 nm are m“uch easier to detect %d quantitate because conversion of H, to.

~ “clears” the 530-550 nm region of the spectrum. -
. .

To the M-gene template containing the I)H mutations, we added the M250Trp-
Val mutation (“DHV”). The conserved M250Trp is in van der Waals contact with HA
and Q~ (Fig. 1); it has been suggested to be a conduit for electron transfer between them
[15]. This mutation maximally affects QA binding -- the KD for M& was raised from <1
PM to 320 jii [16]. On the B-side, we attempted to enable electron transfer from H~ to
Q~ by decreasing the energy level of P+QB. Residues L2 12GIu and L2 13Asp (Fig. 1)
destabilize Q~- and facilitate proton transfer to Q~2-. The symmetry-related residues near
QA are nonpolar alanines, thus this conserved asymmetry is a feature that differentiates
the two quinone sites. The energy level of P+Q~”is 60 meV lower in the L2 12Glu-
L213Asp-Ala-Ala mutant (“AA”), and the lifetime of P+Q~- in the AA RC is 15-20s,
about tenfold longer than that of the wild-type [10]. The AA mutations have been
coupled to the DH and DHV strains (designated “AADH” and “AADHV”). The results
of preliminary spectroscopic experiments with the mutants demonstrate that:

3.1, P+Q~- is present in the mutant RCS, formed solely from B-side electron carriers.
In wiid-type RCS, the lifetime of the P+QA”state is -100 ms whereas the P+Q~”

state recombines in 1-1.5 seconds, depending on the pH. Most recombination from
P+Q~”proceeds via an indirect route involving QA, HA, and possibly BA. The direct route
involves electron transfer through the protein matrix between Q~ and P; its rate varies
with pH from -0.04 S-*at pH 6.0 to -0.1 S-*at pH 10.0, as does the amount of the P+Q~-
state that recombines via this route [17]. The direct route predominates in mutants where
the energy level of the P+Q~- state has been lowered by tens of meV [10, 17].

Rates of P+Q- charge recombination were measured for three sample states of the
DHV and AADHV mutants: (1) RCS as purified by column chromatography, (2) RCS
with 30-40 UQb equivalents (sufficient to reconstitute only QJ for P+Q~- recombination
rates, and (3) RCS plus stigmatellin (-100 vM), an inhibitor of electron transfer to QB,
for determination of P+Q~- recombination rates. P+Q~- lifetimes for wild-type, AA, DH,
and AADH RCS ranged from 90-130 ms (Table 1; Figure 2). The lifetime of P+Q~-for
the wild type was 1.3 s (pH 7.3). For as yet unknown reasons, P+Q~- recombined faster
in the DH RC than in the wild type. P+QB-recombined slowly in the AA and AADH
RCS due to the AA mutations in the QB pocket.
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Figure 2. Representative decays at 298K of P+Q-states in RCS of the a) wild type; b) DH; c)
DHV; and d) AADHV with QB(30-40 UQ6 equiv.) or inhibitor (-4 stigmatellin equiv.) bound.
Signals were normalized to the concentration and excitation energy of the wild type. Note that

the amplitude in panels c and d is reduced fivefold from that of panels a and b.

With routine purification, the DHV and AADHV mutant RCS quantitatively lost
both QA and QB, showing no prolonged bleaching (ps, ms, ors) of the 860-nm band of P
indicative of long-lived P+Q- states
(not shown). Upon addition of enough. Table 1 Lifetimes and yields of P*Q states in RCS.
quinone to reconstitute the Q~ site but Recombination Yjelda Q~- -
insufficient to occupy the mutant Q~ Strain Mutated

P+Q:, bP+QB-;;;;; ~1pocket in the DHV and AADHV RCS Name Residues

[16], we observe a sustained bleaching (ins) (s) <

of the 860-nm band, which we assign J$lT L212E;L213D;
to P+Q~-formed via the B-branch M201G;M212L; 90 1.3 100 70

wild type
cofactors (Fig. 2C, 2D). This M250W
assignment is based upon its lifetime AA L212A; L213A 115 13.5 100 140
(9 s) and the dependence of both the 1)~ M2(3,D;Mz~z~ ]30 0.7 89 92
lifetime and yield (9- 18% of the wild
type) upon the sequence of the Q~ AADH L212A;L213A:

M201D;M212H
100 13 87 220

pocket (Table 1). This signal is lost
with the addition of stigmatellin. If DHV

M201D; M212H; not 4.8 11 0
electrons were transferred to Q~ from M250V ohs.

QA, then addition of stigmatellin L212A:L213A;
should yield the shorter-lived P+QA- AADHV M201D; M212H; :;; 14.0 18 0
recombination. as seen in the control M~50v

RCS (Fig. 2). However, no short-lived ~& -3% error; b~H 7.3; not ohs. = no signals seen
(ps or ms) signals are observed in the

.

DEW and AADHV RCS upon addition of inhibitor.

3.2. P+QB, not P+QA-, is thejrst stable chm-ge-separated state in the mutant RCS.
Electrochromic shifts in the absorption spectra of the multiple porphyrin-derived

cofactors have been exploited to determine rates of electron transfer for those reactions



that are slow enough, ~.g. QA--QB [14], to allow those cofactors to react to a change in
an electric field > 10 A away. These measurements were made to assess the t)otential for. r -.–---–____

and rates of Q~--Q~ electron transfer in the modified RCS. Figure 3 shows that there is
no electrochromic shift that indicates a P+Q8- precursor in the DEN RCS; electrochromic
measurements for the AADHV RCS yield similar results (not shown). The only signals
observed in the mutants mimic that of P+Q~- in the DH and AADH controls .

In summary, the data presented here confm that the B-side cofactors in the
bacterial RC can successfidly produce a stable ~QB- state without prior formation of
P+Q.-. The observation of this ~otentiallv vestunal electron transfer activitv is made-. ..
possible by mutation of only th~ee residu&.
The mutations principally inhibit electron
transfer through the A branch. Mutants
with optimized B-branch activity are being
constructed.
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Figure 3 Transient spectra of P“Q-states in DHV
mutant relative to DH control strain. (Note that

instrument response time is -200 ps).
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